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Damar Lampung is an advocacy institution which focuses to criminal acts of women and children especially in Lampung. One of the focuses is children sexual abuse which is one of problems that has to be finished soon. Generally, incest is a sexual contact between 2 siblings. Ironically, there are many incest cases in society which aren't revealed because of taboo reasons. The first formulation of this research is how the role of woman advocacy institution of Damar Lampung in a contiguity to victims of incest criminal act is and the second is what the obstacles of the woman advocacy institution of Damar Lampung in a contiguity to victims of incest criminal act are.

This research uses normative law method. The data collection is done by searching the secondary data by collecting some legislation stipulations, documentations, literatures, and browsing some web pages on internet which are related to this script, also from the result of interview with some experts or Law academicians.

The result of this research bases on the role of women advocacy institution of Damar Lampung in a contiguity to incest victims is using 3 ways, those are law contiguity, medical contiguity, and counseling contiguity which are appropriated to what victims need. The first obstacle which is faced by Damar Lampung advocacy institution in handling incest criminal act are four factors which are cultural factor, law upholder factor, human resources factor, and society factor.
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The author suggests to increase the efforts which are done by Damar Lampung Advocacy Institution in contributing to help incest victims, in order to push or decrease the total of incest victims. One of them is establishing researches and training about gender basis crime.
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